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Abstract— Data mining is an important research area in 

current era. Finding interesting patterns from the database is 

the supreme task of data mining. Association Rule Mining 

(ARM) finds out the association between items present in the 

database. Frequent Itemset Mining (FIM) finds out the 

itemset that occur frequently in the database. The task for the 

frequent itemset mining algorithm is to find all common sets 

of items, defined as those itemsets that have at least a 

minimum support (exists at least a minimum amount of 

times). But this approach not consider the profit and the 

quantity of item purchased. High Utility Itemset Mining 

(HUIM) focuses on profit and quantity of an item. HUIM find 

out the items from the database that generates maximum 

profit. HUIM is much difficult as compared to the FIM. Many 

algorithms have been proposed in this field in the recent 

years. Here paper focuses on reviewing the existing 

algorithms to create a way for in the area of high utility 

itemset mining. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Data Mining 

Data Mining is defined as extracting information from very 

large sets of data. In other words, we can say that data mining 

is the procedure of mining knowledge from data. The 

information or knowledge extracted can have many 

applications like Market Analysis, Fraud Detection, Science 

Exploration, web click stream analysis etc. 

Data Mining, also popularly known as Knowledge 

Discovery in Databases (KDD), refers to the nontrivial 

extraction of implicit, previously unknown and potentially 

useful information from data in databases. While data mining 

and knowledge discovery in databases (or KDD) are 

frequently treated as synonyms, data mining is actually part 

of the knowledge discovery process. 

The overall goal of the data mining process is to 

extract information from a data set and transform it into an 

understandable structure for further use [1].Data mining uses 

combination of techniques from database technologies, 

machine learning and statistics[1]. 

Searching of interesting patterns that are not directly 

shown in database is an important role in data mining, such 

as frequent itemset mining, utility mining. 

B. Frequent Itemset Mining 

Frequent pattern mining (FIM) is the important area in the 

data mining concept which reveals the interesting pattern in 

the huge database[3]. Frequent pattern discovers the itemset 

frequently occurs in a dataset and this information can be 

used in different types of applications such as market basket 

analysis, web link analysis etc. 

Frequent pattern mining considers only whether an 

item is present or not in a transaction. It reveals the pattern 

which appears more than the user specified support count. In 

real life, the merchant are interested in selling the itemset 

which generate more profits, but the frequent pattern mining 

generates only frequent itemset without considering quantity 

of the item sold or the profit earned by particular item. Even 

though frequent itemset mining discovers crucial frequent 

patterns, it leaves the profit and quantity of the item is the 

disadvantage. 

In real world, for decision making the user wants to 

know the total profit earned by an item or itemset. For this it 

needs to take into account the quantity of the item purchased. 

The profit of an item considers the profit of single item and 

the number of item purchased. To address these, utility 

mining has been introduced utility mining considers both the 

profit and the number of items purchased. In this the utility of 

an itemset is calculated as the product of the profit of the item 

and the number of item purchased. Utility mining considers 

either the importance of an item in the database (i.e.) profit or 

we can call it by external utility and the importance of an item 

in the transaction (i.e.) quantity or internal utility of an item. 

An item is said to be high utility item if the sum of the utility 

of the item in the database is greater than the user specified 

minimum threshold, otherwise it is low utility item. High 

utility pattern mining is a huge research area in current years 

and many researches are carried in different areas of high 

utility mining (HUI) which includes sequence high utility 

mining, high utility itemset mining from transactional 

databases, incremental HUI etc. 

C. High Utility Itemset Mining 

High Utility Itemset Mining is an important data mining 

problem, which detects frequent itemsets from a database 

whose frequency is higher than the user specified threshold 

(min_ support) and having higher profit[2]. 

High utility itemset mining is much difficult task as 

compared to the frequent itemset mining. Frequent itemset 

mining follows the download closure property or Apriori 

property which says that any subset of frequent itemset must 

be frequent. So if X- itemset is generated, X+1 itemset can be 

generated by considering only X-itemset or in other words 

X+1 itemset will contain only the itemset present in the X-

itemset. This downward closure property is not satisfied, if 

X-itemset is low utility itemset X+1 can be High utility 

itemset and vice versa. Both the monotonic and 

antimonotonic property is not supported by high utility 

itemset[2]. 

This issue is addressed by the over estimation 

method. This method generates huge amount of candidate set. 

Based on Transaction weighted Downward closure(TWDC) 

property proposed two phase model algorithm to mine HUI 

in two phase. To reduce the second scan of the data base HUI 
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Miner  has been proposed. HUI Miner reduces the scan of the 

database by introducing the utility structure but it includes the 

costly join operations. This cost of join operation is reduced 

by introducing the EUCS structure in FHM algorithm. This 

paper reviews the Two phase algorithm, HUI miner and FHM 

state of art algorithm proposed for mining High Utility 

itemset. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In this section various definitions used in high utility itemset 

mining are introduced. Let I be a set of distinct items I = 

{k1,k2,k3,….kn}. Let II be and itemset such that II � I. Let 

D be transaction database which contains set of transaction 

D= { T1,T2,T3,….Tn}. Each transaction contains an unique 

identifier Tid. Each item in the transaction ki in the 

transaction has a quantity or internal utility IU(Tid, ki) 

associated with it. Each item in the database ki is associated 

with a profit or external utility EU(ki). For example a 

transaction database TABLE I: 

TID Transactions 

T1 (a,2),(b,2),(c,3) 

T2 (b,4),(c,1) 

T3 (a,1),(c,1) 

Table 1: Transaction Datatabase 

Item Profit 

A 3 

B 1 

C 2 

Table 2: External Utility (Profit) Table 

Transaction Total Profit 

T1 14 

T2 6 

T3 5 

Table 3: Transaction Utiltiy Table 

Itemset Utility 

{b,c} 14 

{a,c} 14 

{a,b,c} 17 

Table 4: High Utility Itemsets for Minutil=11 

A. DEFINITION 1: (Transaction Database). 

Let I be a finite set of items. An itemset R is a finite set of 

items such that R  I. A transaction database D= {T1, T2,T3, 

…,Tn} such that for each transaction Tc, Tc  I and Tc has an 

unique identifier c called its TID. The external utility of an 

item represents the profit associated with it, while the internal 

utility represents the purchased quantity of an item in a 

transaction. 

1) Example 

Consider the database in Table-I which contains three 

transactions (T1, T2, T3). Transaction T3 indicates that items 

a, c appear in this transaction with an internal utility 1,1 

respectively and external utility of these items are 3, 2 which 

is indicated in table-II. 

B. DEFINITION 2: (Utility of an Item in Transaction). 

The utility of an item I in transaction Tc is denoted as u(I, Tc), 

which can be defined as: 

u(I, Tc ) = q(I, Tc)*p(I). 

1) Example 

The utility of the item {a} in T1 is u(a, T1) = 2*3 = 5 

C. DEFINITION 3: (Utility of an Itemset in Transaction). 

The utility of an itemset R in transaction Tc is denoted as u(R, 

Tc), which can be defined as: 

u(R, Tc ) = iR u(I, Tc) if R  Tc. 

1) Example 

The utility of the itemset {a, c} in T2 is u({a, c}, T2) =  u(a, 

T2) + u(c, T2) = (3*1) + (2*1) = 5 

D. DEFINITION 4: (High Utility Itemset, HUI). 

An itemset R is a high-utility itemset(HUI) in database D if 

its utility in D is not less than minimum utility threshold 

which has been previously decided by user (i.e., u(R) 

minutil) otherwise R is a low utility itemset. 

1) Example 

In table I and III, Let the minimum utility threshold =11 

Utility of (c) is calculated as: 

u(c) =u(c,T1)+ u(c,T2)+ u(c,T3) 

=6+2+2 

=10<11 

Hence C is not a high utility itemset. 

Utility of (b, c) is calculated as: 

U(b, c)= u({b, c},T1)+ u({b, c},T2) 

= 8+6 

= 14> 11 

Hence (b, c) is a high utility itemset. 

E. DEFINITION 5: (Transaction-Weighted Utility of an 

Itemset) 

The Transaction-Weighted utilization (TWU) of an itemset R 

is the sum of all transaction utility TU(Tc) containing itemset 

R in D, which can be denoted as TWU(R). The transaction 

utility of a transaction Tc is defined as TWU(R) = Tcg(x) 

TU(Tc). In other word it is a total profit generated by 

particular transaction. 

1) Example 

TWU(a, c) = TU(T1) + TU(T3) = 14 + 5 = 19 

III. VARIOUS ALGORITHMS FOR HIGH UTILITY ITEMSET 

MINING 

Methods of High Utility Itemset Mining 

The major techniques for HUIM are: 

A. Level-wise Approaches 

 Two-Phase 

 Hui-Miner 

 FHM 

B. Pattern-Growth-based Approaches 

 CTU-Mine 

 UP-Growth 

 EFIM 

C. Level-wise Approaches 

1) Two-Phase[4] 

This method maintains a Transaction-weighted Downward 

Closure Property. Thus, only the combinations of high 

transaction weighted utilization itemsets are added into the 

candidate set at each level during the level-wise search. 
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Phase I may overestimate some low utility itemsets, 

but it never underestimates any itemsets. The database is 

scanned once during this phase and it calculates transaction 

weighted utility of each transaction. The candidate which has 

Transaction Weighted Utilization(TWU) greater than 

minimum threshold is taken into consideration. 

In phase II, only one extra database scan is 

performed to filter the overestimated itemsets. From the high 

transaction weighted utilization of itemsets .When user 

defined minimum  threshold  is  large  ,  then  the  high  

transaction weighted utilization of itemset is small. 

2) Hui-Miner[6] 

HUI miner algorithm mines the high utility itemset in a single 

phase. It uses a depth first search approach. It is a high utility 

itemsets with a list data structure, called utility list. It first 

creates an initial utility list for itemsets of the length 1 for 

promising items. Then, HUI-Miner constructs recursively a 

utility list for each itemset of the length k using a pair of 

utility lists for itemsets of the length k-1. For mining high 

utility itemsets, each utility list for an itemset keeps the 

information of TIDs for all of transactions containing the 

itemset, utility values of the item set in the transactions, and 

the sum of utilities of the remaining items that can be included 

to super itemsets of the itemset in the transactions. The 

distinct advantage of HUI-Miner is that it avoids the costly 

candidate generation and utility computation. 

3) FHM[7] 

FHM addresses the issue of costly join in the HUI miner. It 

extends the Hui-Miner Algorithm. The HUI Miner does not 

follow the property on sum of item_utility and 

remain_utility.  FHM reduces the join operation by using the 

property of item_utility and remain_utility. HUI miner scans 

the database only once but it does the join operation to find 

the utility of the database. 

It is a Depth-first search Algorithm. It relies on 

utility-lists to calculate the exact utility of itemsets. This 

algorithm integrates a novel strategy named EUCP 

(Estimated Utility Co-occurrence Pruning) to reduce the 

number of joins operations when mining high-utility itemsets 

using the utility list data structure. Estimated Utility Co-

Occurrence Structure (EUCS) stores the TWU of all 2-

itemsets. It built during the initial database scans. EUCS 

represented as a triangular matrix or hashmaps. The memory 

footprint of the EUCS structure is small. FHM is up to 6 times 

faster than HUI-Miner. 

D. Pattern-Growth –based Approaches 

1) CTU-Mine[8] 

Conventional candidate-generate-and-test approach for 

identifying high utility itemsets is not suitable for dense date 

sets. Their work proposes a novel algorithm CTU-Mine that 

mines high utility itemsets using the pattern growth approach.  

Existing algorithms for high utility mining are column 

enumeration based adopting an Apriori like candidate set 

generation-and test approach and thus are inadequate in 

datasets with high dimensions. 

2) UP-Growth[9] 

To address issues of generating a large number of candidates, 

UP-Growth has recently been proposed and it uses PHU 

(Potential High Utility) model. For reducing the number of 

candidate itemsets, the UP-Growth applies four strategies, 

DGU (Discarding Global Unpromising items), DGN 

(Decreasing Global Node utilities), DLU (Discarding Local 

Unpromising items), and DLN (Decreasing Local Node 

utilities). Besides, it constructs a tree structure, named UP 

Tree, with two database scans and conducts mining high 

utility itemsets. In other words, it demands three database 

scans for discovering high utility itemsets. In the first 

database scan, TWU values of each item are accumulated. In 

the second database scan, items having a less TWU value than 

the user-specified minimum utility threshold is removed from 

each transaction. In addition, items in transactions are 

arranged according to TWU descending  order and the 

transactions are inserted into the UP-Tree. At this stage, DGU 

and DGN are applied for reducing overestimated utilities. 

After that, high utility itemsets are generated from the UP-

Tree with DLU and DLN. 

3) EFIM[10] 

EFIM (Efficient high-utility Item set Mining), which 

introduces several new ideas to more efficiently discovers 

high-utility item sets both in terms of execution time and 

memory. EFIM relies on two upper-bounds named sub-tree 

utility and local utility to more effectively prune the search 

space. It also introduces a novel array-based utility counting 

technique called Fast Utility Counting to calculate these 

upper-bounds in linear time and space. Transaction merging 

is obviously desirable. However, a key problem is to 

implement it efficiently. To find identical transactions in O(n) 

time,, sort the original database according to a new total order 

T on transactions. Sorting is achieved in time, and is 

performed only once. Projected databases generated by EFIM 

are often very small due to transaction merging. 

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

The Frequent itemset mining is based on the principle that the 

itemsets which appear many times in the transaction 

databases are more important to the user. However in reality 

the benefit of frequent itemset mining by considering only 

frequency of itemset is challenged in many research areas 

such as retail, marketing etc. But in many real application 

domains it can be seen that the itemsets that gives the most 

profit are not necessarily the frequent itemsets. 

High Utility Itemset focuses on profit and quantity 

of an item in a database. Two phase algorithm to calculate 

high utility itemset uses downward closer property, but it 

scans database two times and generates large candidate set. 

HUI-Miner mines High Utility Itemset in a single phase by 

using depth first search, but it does the join operation to find 

the utility of the database. It avoids costly candidate 

generation and utility consumption which is important factor 

to improve utilization and performance of the algorithm. 

FHM reduces the join operation and works in a single phase. 

EFIM relies on two upper-bounds named sub-tree 

utility and local utility to more effectively prune the search 

space. EFIM is in general two to three orders of magnitude 

faster and consumes up to eight times less memory than the 

state-of-art algorithms UP-Growth, HUI-Miner, HUP-Miner 

and FHM. 

In the future scope, I will present a novel technique 

for mining high utility itemset which is better than previous 

techniques. 
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